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What are
NFTs

NFT  stands for Non-Fungible Token

Not a mushroom Unique TokenNot a Crypto currency
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Types of 
Assets

Fungible Non- Fungible

Assets defined by their value
that can be exchanged.

Assets with unique properties
that are not interchangeable.
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Easy proof that you are the creator
You can determine the scarcity
You can earn royalties every time
its sold

Each token minted with a unique ID
No directly interchangeable
Each token has a unique owner 
Owner information is easily verifiable
They use blockchain technology and
no one can manipulate it.

Easy proof of ownership
You can sell it
You can hold it as collectible

How 
NFTs work

If you are NFT

owner
NFT properties

If you are NFTcreator



NFT  
Usability

Domain namesGaming items

Digital contentPhysical items

Investments



Taco Bell launched a collection of 25 crypto art for $1
each
they sold out in 30 minutes
Some pieces have resold for over $3,000
Taco Bell gets 0.01% in each subsequent sale
The profits for the venture will be donated to the chain's
charity Taco Bell Foundation

The Taco Bell Example
the 1st food chain that used NFTs in their marketing mix

What they succeeded: Brand Awareness & Consideration,
innovation, supported a good cause.



Gary Vee launched Veefriends, a 10.255 token
collection
VeeFriends owners have access to VeeCon, an
exclusive multi-day event. 
VeeFriends get a 10% royalty fee in each subsequent
sale

Veefriends
an NFT project by Gary Vaynerchuk

What he succeeded: Brand Awareness, community
building, innovation, revenue & passive revenue

http://garyvaynerchuk.com/


Conclusion

How
Brands

could use
NFT?

Sell Virtual Products

Drive Revenue

Boost your Engagement

Brand Storytelling

Build online communities
Build Brand Awareness 

provide personalized
gifts or vouchers

Sell Access to sth Exclusive
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